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To An Unknown Friend
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By Cao Anna
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If we should meet
At some crossing and
Our hearts flame
I'll say
"Let's go", or
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Some dawn
Stars still hang in the west
We'll set off treading dew
For the east hill
To look for the rising sun
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Maybe it's raining
And on the muddy road you offer me a hand
I feel touched
But shake my head: No
I'll make it
If we come to another crossing
Maybe you'll sway
Your eyes petitioning me
I'll tell you calmly:
You are free to choose
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Mirror
By Wang Erbei

The precious mirror is shattered.
Don't bemoan it, for there are as many
Honest eyes as chips of glass.
These scattered, tiny mirrors still
Reflect the image complete
Of demons' features, souls of freaks.
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Mainland Chinese Women Poets

王小妮
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I Feel

the

Sunshine
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By Wang Xiaoni
Along the endless corridor
I walk. ...

-Oh,

dazzling windows before me,
And walls that glimmer around me.
The sun, I,
I flame with sun!

-Oh, the so sun intense,
Its heat keeps my feet,
Light chokes me,
All light arrested here.
-I

forgot the existence of anything else
Only I, leaning on the sun,
Stand there for ten seconds,
Ten seconds may be longer than a quarter-century at times.
Finally dashing down the stairs, swinging
I run into the sun's spring light. ...

open the gate,
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Wish

By Xie Ye
I want to die once
to walk on the edge of life
see the scenery on the other shore
see the rose petals and sails passing by
I want to love once
like a green bug loves
a sopping wet flower
Once, I want
to drink the honey dry

